Whiting Foundation – 2011 Winning Project Titles
(In no particular order)

1. Attend Master Screenwriting Intensive Workshop in Spoleto, Italy
2. Educational travel to Senegal, West Africa
3. "Protein Crystal Optimization through Kinetics: Simulation and Experiment"
4. "Exploring the Dialogue Between American Jazz and African Traditional Music"
5. Travel to Syria and Lebanon
6. "Contemporary French Urbanism: New Directions in Regenerative Design"
7. "Volcanos of the Northwest"
8. Travel to Senegal, West Africa - literary and film production - women writers and film makers
9. Travel to Malaysia - research natural products chemistry
10. "African Landscapes in the Americas"
11. "Lessons from Finland: A Comparison of Literacy Education in Finnish and US Schools"
12. Study the use of conference pedagogy at the University of Oxford in England
13. "National Culture and Space: Art, Narrative and Travel of Explorations in 19th Century Bolivia and Peru"
15. Sabbatical at the National Technical University of Norway
17. "The Development of Advanced Courses in Brewing Biochemistry and Microbiology"
18. "Exploring the Consequences of the Columbian Exchange: Sites and Senses"
19. "An Eye For Detail and a Mind For History: Teaching the Appreciation of Typography through Roman Letters"
20. "On Common Ground: Religious and Civil Law in Modern Israel"
21. "Toward Sustainable Energy: Developing Biofuels from Plants"